wealth

Investing with
confidence

At Finance Planning Wealth Management
we have one goal in mind – to give
you the financial advice you need, no
matter what your situation in life or your
individual circumstances.
Deciding how best to invest your money can be daunting. with so many options available and
so many uncertainties, how do you choose what’s right for you?
Our job is to eliminate as much of that uncertainty as possible and to work with you to
identify the most appropriate way for you to achieve your financial goals. The Finance
Planning Wealth Management advice process is designed with that in mind. It creates a
framework for us to discuss your needs and expectations, to assess and agree your attitude
to risk and then to build and manage an investment portfolio to match.
By working through a series of logical steps, you will gain a better understanding of
the reasoning behind our recommendations and confidence in the resulting choice of
investments.
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wealth
what this means to you
Whether the advice is for you, or your business, you can rest assured that you will receive financial advice
that is tailored to your individual needs. This includes:
Expert advice on your individual needs, as well as access to investment, protection and pension products
that are deemed suitable for your needs.
Agreeing with your adviser the frequency of the meetings, as well as the type of information, reports,
valuations, policy updates and market intelligence required.
Access to WRAP platforms and asset allocation tools which are designed to make sure you have products
that perfectly match your attitude to risk.
A service contract given at the outset which includes details of the service you will receive and our cost
structure.

our approach

getting to know you

Our approach is to give you financial
advice that is tailored to your individual
needs, giving you peace of mind about
your financial future. Therefore we start by
doing a thorough fact find to make sure we
understand your individual circumstances
and needs, as well as your objectives and
aspirations for the future. Then, and only
then, do we put together a tailored plan and
recommendation on the right course of
action for your individual needs.

The logical starting point of the advice process
is for us to get to know you. Our fact find is
wide-ranging to ensure that the advice we will
give you is soundly based. As well as exploring
your personal and financial circumstance, we
want to know who you are, what your attitudes
and values in life are.

We provide restricted advice, which means
that our recommendations to you will
be based on a fully researched range of
investment and pension products from a
carefully selected range of providers.

Having established your goals, we need to
establish your level of investment experience
and knowledge, as well as what level of
growth you expect, your attitude to risk and
how long you are looking to invest for. We
need to also consider issues such as access
to your money and the level of flexibility
required in the investment selection and your
personal circumstances, including your tax
position. It is important that any investment
recommendation we make is as tax-efficient as
possible. Tax treatment is based on individual
circumstances and may be subject to change in
the future.
Tax planning is not regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority.
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the concept of investing
The benefits of investing and why some people choose to invest.

At its simplest, investing means buying something with the aim of
making a profit by selling it at a higher price than you paid.
Investing is not the same as saving. Savings usually earn a specified amount of interest, which may be fixed for a period
or may change from time to time. In comparison, investing means that you take a chance that you won’t get any return
or that you will lose some of your money, or both. You’re hoping that the return will be better than you would get from
saving but this is not certain.
With investments there are no guarantees and the value of your investments can fall as well as rise. Here’s a
comparison table to show how the key features of saving and investing differ:

SAVINGS AND INVESTMENTS COMPARISON TABLE

FEATURE

SAVING

INVESTING

WHAT HAPPENS TO MY MONEY?

You save money with a bank, building
society or other organisation who
commit to paying you interest at a
set rate.

Your money is given to others to
invest, for example in company shares,
commercial property or fixed interest
securities.

HOW LONG SHOULD I BE
PREPARED TO COMMIT MY
MONEY FOR?

You can choose whether you want to
have instant access or tie your money
up for a longer period of time.

Usually a minimum of five years,
ideally longer. You can cash in most
investments straight away but you
may have to pay a penalty or you might
only get back part of what you put in.
The value of your investment can go
up or down.

IS MY MONEY AT RISK?

You should always get your money
back.

You will be taking a risk of losing some
or all of your money.
Different investments involve different
amounts levels of risk.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

There are normally no stated charges
for holding money in a deposit
account as the rate of interest you
receive allows for them.

The cost of investing can vary. All
investment charges are fully disclosed
in the product literature you receive
before you invest.

HOW DOES INFLATION AFFECT
MY MONEY?

For the value of your cash savings to
keep up with inflation, you will rely
on your savings rate of interest being
greater than the rate of inflation.

For the value of your investments to
keep up with inflation, you will rely on
your investment growth being greater
than the rate of inflation.

the importance of timing
The benefits of investing and why some people choose to invest.

However long you invest for, timing is important because it can have a
significant effect on what you get back from your investment.

the Market Cycle

WHY TIMING IS IMPORTANT

Financial markets historically work in a cycle, illustrated
in the diagram below. It’s important to be aware where
the market is in its cycle – both when you invest and when
you withdraw your money. For further information on the
market cycle, please speak to your financial consultant.

short-term volatility, long-term growth
The short-term performance of the stock market can be
erratic. It’s value can go up and down from year to year.
However, while there are exceptions, in the long term
the general trend has been upwards. Please remember
though, past performance is not a guide to future
performance.

exercising patience

BOOM
SLUMP
STRONG
RECOVERY
RECESSION

UNEVEN
RECOVERY

Taking your money out at the first sign of the market
falling isn’t necessarily the best thing to do because
while values can drop further, historically dips are often
followed by increases.
It can help to be flexible about when you cash in your
investment. This will depend on your aims and you have
a choice whether to cash in straight away or hold on. This
will depend on what’s right for you at that time, knowing
that no one can predict where the market will go next,
either up or down.
Ask yourself:
•	What can I do if I need the money I have invested at a
time when my investment isn’t performing as well as
hoped?

there is no ideal time to invest

•

Your aims and time-frame may not tally with what’s going
on in the outside world, but you can still achieve your
aims so long as you’re happy with the price you buy your
investment for, and how long you plan to stay invested.

•	Will my short-term savings be enough to
meet my needs?

Imagine you invest your money in a boom period of the
cycle, therefore paying a higher price for your investments
than they would be worth in the recession that follows.
You may have to wait longer to make a profit than if you’d
invested earlier in the cycle.

If you sell your investment because you’re concerned
about how much more you could potentially lose, you risk
missing out on any recovery. On the other hand you may
be saving yourself from further loss.

However, if you plan to hold your investment long enough,
it’s possible that any short-term fall in market values
could be more than made up by growth in the long term.

Could I wait to cash in my investment?

when the market falls

There’s no way to predict the future and no investor
knows what will happen over the course of the next five,
or ten years, but by understanding how the market works
you can avoid cashing in at the wrong time.
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diversification
one of two general techniques for reducing investment risk.

Diversification is the process of allocating capital in a way that reduces
the exposure to any one particular asset or risk. A common path towards
diversification is to reduce risk or volatility by investing in a variety of
assets.
If asset prices do not change in perfect synchrony, a diversified portfolio will have less variance than the weighted
average variance of its constituent assets, and often less volatility than the least volatile of its constituents.

.

Diversification is one of two general techniques for reducing investment risk. The other is hedging It’s impossible to
predict which type of asset or geographical investment will perform best in the medium to long-term.
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inflation
what money buys now, it might not buy in the future

Inflation is a quantitative measure of the rate at which the average price
level of a basket of selected goods and services in an economy
increases over a period of time.
What money buys now, it might not buy in the future. The graph and table show how inflation can erode the purchasing
power of £1,000 if it is left uninvested (i.e. cash with no interest ), using three inflation rates.
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what is inflation?
It is the constant rise in the general level of prices where
a unit of currency buys less than it did in prior periods.
Often expressed as a percentage, inflation indicates a
decrease in the purchasing power of a nation’s currency.

understanding inflation
As prices rise, a single unit of currency loses value as it
buys fewer goods and services. This loss of purchasing
power impacts the general cost of living for the general
population which ultimately leads to a deceleration in
economic growth. The consensus view among
economists is that sustained inflation occurs when a
nation’s money supply growth outpaces economic
growth.
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The impact of inflation on £1000
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emotions
emotions can change and potentially drive decision making

The graph below shows how investors’ emotions can change and
potentially drive their decision making in a changing market. As markets
rise emotions become positive towards the stock market whilst anxiety
and fear often result when markets fall. These emotions are not always
helpful to successful investing.
When investing during an economic downturn you could purchase more for your initial investment and therefore
improve your potential to receive greater returns in the long term, compared to buying shares during a stock market
high, should the market increase. Also, cashing in an investment during the downturn may not always be the best
option.
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Understanding this can help you make an informed decision in order to aim for a high return over the long term,
although the optimum time to invest cannot be predicted. The curve shown is for illustrative purposes only, and does
not represent actual stock market levels or day-to-day fluctuations.
Please remember that the value of an investment and any income from it is not guaranteed and can go down as
well as up. Past performance is not a guide to the future and you may get back less than you invested.
For more information, speak to your financial adviser.

what is right for you?
choosing the right strategy

Whatever your goals, we want to be sure that the investment strategy
we recommend for you is in line with your attitude to investment risk.
To do this we need to consider a number of factors. They include:
How long you want to invest for – the ‘term’.
 ow much cash you want to be available to meet
H
unexpected circumstances
What level of growth you expect to receive
How much money you want to invest
Whether you have any debts
Existing savings for retirement
Your overall view on investing
 our goals – and the level of risk you are really
Y
comfortable to take to achieve them

your risk profile score
Your risk profile score is an indication of the
extent to which you are prepared to accept a
short-term fall in the value of your investments as
markets go through their ups and downs. These
fluctuations in the value of investments are also
known as their volatility.
If your score is 1, then low volatility investments
such as cash or bank deposits could be the
resulting investment recommendation. If your
score is 10, then we might recommend a portfolio
which includes investments in asset classes such
as emerging markets, whose higher expected
volatility is matched by greater growth potential.
Whatever the result of that initial discussion,
we will carry out the same process each year
at the annual review stage to ensure that your
circumstances have not changed and that your
attitude to risk remains the same.
This chart shows how increasing volatility means
greater price rises and falls.

What level of short-term fall in the value of your
investments you are willing to accept
The importance of protecting your investment from the
effects of inflation
 he question of ‘liquidity’: if you want to cash in your
T
investments, how easy will it be to get your hands on
your money?
The risk profiling questionnaire we use is developed by
Moody’s Analytics in association with A2Risk. It is in line
with the best industry practice and the guidelines laid
down by our regulatory body, the Financial Conduct
Authority.
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To establish your attitude to investment risk,
we will ask you a series of questions. Each
answer produces a score and these are then
aggregated to calculate your level of tolerance
for risk, from 1 (low) to 10 (high). We call this
your risk profile score.
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your risk profile
everyone is different, here are ten levels to help you identify your risk profile

Risk Level 1

Clients are distinctly risk averse, typically have little or no experience of investment and do not find
investment matters easy to understand. They will usually take a long time to make investment decisions
and tend to be anxious about any investment decisions they have made. They typically look for safer
alternatives (such as bank accounts) rather than taking investment risk to target higher returns. Some
Risk Level 1 investors will be unwilling to take any investment risk at all. Risk Level 1 investors are more
risk averse than about 95% of the investing population (i.e. compared to 95 people out of 100).

Risk Level 2

Clients in Risk Level 2 are risk averse and typically have very limited experience and understanding of
investments. They often take a long time to make investment decisions and tend to be anxious about any
investment decisions they have made. They tend to associate risk with potential loss rather than
opportunity. They typically look for investments with lower investment risk rather than seeking higher
returns. They generally prefer bank accounts and are less willing to invest in stocks, shares and
investment funds. Some Risk Level 2 investors will be unwilling to take any investment risk at all. Risk
Level 2 investors are more risk averse than about 90% of the investing population (i.e. compared to 9
people out of 10).

Risk Level 3

Clients in Risk Level 3 have fairly limited experience and understanding of investments. They often take
a long time to make investment decisions and tend to be anxious about any investment decisions they
have made. They are inclined to associate risk with potential loss rather than opportunity. They may
prefer bank accounts or lower risk investments to higher returning but riskier investments (such as
stocks, shares and investment funds). However, they may be willing to take some risk, once the
relationship between risk and higher returns has been explained to them. Risk Level 3 Investors are more
risk averse than about 80% of the investing population (i.e. compared to 8 people out of 10).

Risk Level 4

Clients in Risk Level 4 have fairly limited experience and understanding of investments. They often take
a long time to make investment decisions and tend to be anxious about any investment decisions they
have made. They are inclined to associate risk with potential loss rather than opportunity. They may
prefer bank accounts or lower risk investments to higher returning but riskier investments (such as
stocks, shares and investment funds). However, they may be willing to take some risk, once the
relationship between risk and higher returns has been explained to them. Risk Level 4 Investors are
more risk averse than about 70% of the investing population (i.e. compared to 7 people out of 10).

Risk Level 5

They often have some experience and understanding of investments. They can usually make investment
decisions without too much hesitation or anxiety. They may find more comfort in banks accounts and
lower risk investments than stocks, shares and investment funds, but understand that investment risk
may be required to meet their investment goals. Clients in Risk Level 5 have an attitude to risk in the
middle 50% of the investing population and are neither very risk averse nor inclined to seek riskier
investments.

Enter in your own words why you match this risk profile
Please be aware by selecting your own risk profile from the list, it does not consider your existing
investments. It does consider if the new investment aligns to your wider objectives and the impact on the
balance of any existing portfolio.

Risk Level 6

They often have some experience and understanding of investments. They can usually make investment
decisions without too much hesitation or anxiety. They may find more comfort in banks accounts and
lower risk investments than stocks, shares and investment funds, but understand that investment risk
may be required to meet their investment goals. Clients in Risk Level 6 have an attitude to risk in the
middle 50% of the investing population and are neither very risk averse nor inclined to seek riskier
investments.

Risk Level 7

Clients in Risk Level 7 usually have some experience and understanding of investments. They tend to
make investment decisions fairly quickly and are not generally anxious about the investment decisions
they have made. They normally view risk as a source of opportunity rather than a threat and will
understand how taking investment risk can help meet their investment goals. The potentially higher
returns from higher investment risk will make investing in stocks, shares and investment funds more
appealing than lower risk investments and bank deposits. Risk Level 7 investors are more tolerant of risk
than about 80% of the investing population (i.e. compared to 8 people in 10).

Risk Level 8

Clients in Risk Level 8 usually have some experience and understanding of investments. They tend to
make investment decisions fairly quickly and are not generally anxious about the investment decisions
they have made. They normally view risk as a source of opportunity rather than a threat and will
understand how taking investment risk can help meet their investment goals. The potentially higher
returns from higher investment risk will make investing in stocks, shares and investment funds more
appealing than lower risk investments and bank deposits. Risk Level 8 investors are more tolerant of
risk than about 88% of the investing population (i.e. compared to nearly 9 people in 10).

Risk Level 9

Clients in Risk Level 9 often have substantial experience and understanding of investments. They usually
make investment decisions quickly and are not likely to be anxious about the investment decisions they
have made. They typically view risk as a source of opportunity rather than a threat and will understand
how taking investment risk can help meet their investment goals. They are comfortable investing in
stocks, shares and investment funds and prefer riskier, but potentially higher returning, investments to
keeping money in bank deposits. Risk Level 9 Investors are more risk tolerant than about 95% of the
investing population (i.e. compared to 95 people out of 100).

Risk Level 10

Clients in Risk Level 10 often have substantial experience and understanding of investments. They
usually make investment decisions quickly and are not likely to be anxious about the investment
decisions they have made. They view risk as a source of opportunity and will understand how taking
investment risk can help meet their investment goals. They are comfortable investing in stocks, shares
and investment funds and prefer riskier, but potentially higher returning, investments to keeping money
in bank deposits. Risk Level 10 Investors are more risk tolerant than about 98% of the investing
population (i.e. compared to 98 people out of 100).
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is this you?
answer these questions to help us establish your bespoke profile

tailored
advice...

To establish your attitude to investment risk, we will ask you a series of
questions. Each answer produces a score and these are then aggregated
to calculate your level of tolerance for risk, from 1 (low) to 10 (high). We
call this your risk profile score.
The risk profiling questionnaire we use is developed by Moody’s Analytics in association with A2Risk. It is in line with the
best industry practice and the guidelines laid down by our regulatory body, the Financial Conduct Authority.

No.
Question
		
1

People who know me would describe
me as a cautious person

2

I feel comfortable about investing in
the stock market

3

I generally look for safer investments,
even if that means lower returns

4

Usually it takes me a long time to make
up my mind on investment decisions

5

I associate the work ‘risk’ with the
idea of ‘opportunity’

6

I generally prefer bank deposits
to riskier investments

7

I find investment matters easy
to understand

8

I’m willing to take substantial
investment risk to earn substantial returns

9

I’ve little experience of investing in
stocks, shares, or investment funds

10

I tend to be anxious about the
investment decisions I’ve made

11

I’d rather take my chances with higher risk
investments than have to save more

12

I’m not comfortable with the ups and
downs of stock market investments

Strongly
Disagree
disagree		

No strong
Agree
opinion		

Strongly
Agree
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investment options
the benefits of investing and why some people choose to invest.

Many people think of investing as buying shares in a company floated
on the stock market. That’s true, but company shares are actually only
one of many different types of investment. It’s important to understand
the differences between the four main types of investment so you know
what to expect when you invest in them.

company shares

commercial property

Company shares are also known as equities.

 ommercial property consists of office buildings,
C
shops, factory premises or any other property built
for business.

When you buy shares in a company you partly own
it, which means you receive a share of any profit.
 eturns are usually made when the company is
R
profitable and occur in two ways:
- Regular payments to shareholders on set dates,
known as dividends.
- Increased value from the rise in the market price of
the company shares, which you benefit from when
you sell the shares.

risks
 or many reasons the company may not pay a
F
dividend and the share price may fall. This means
the value of your investments will go down and there
is a possibility you could lose all your investment if
the company goes bust.
A company’s fortunes can change quickly and
frequently so investing directly into companies is
risky.

cashing in
 ou can sell company shares at any time but you
Y
may only make money if they are valued at a higher

 hen you invest in commercial property you buy a
W
part share in one or more of these properties.
Returns from commercial property can be made in
two ways:
- Income from rent paid by the tenant
- Growth from any rise in the property’s value

risks
 ommercial property is governed by the rules of
C
supply and demand. The demand for commercial
property changes over time and from place. When
demand is low, the value of property declines,
rents may be frozen and tenants are more likely to
leave. This could have an impact on the income you
receive and the value of your investment.
The value of the property is the valuer’s opinion,
which can change

cashing in
Commercial property can take a long time to sell.
This may mean there will be a delay when cashing in
In certain conditions you may not be able to get your
money out at all or may have to accept a lower price
for your investment

It’s important to understand the
differences between the four main
types of investment.

fixed interest securities

cash

Fixed Interest Securities are also known as
corporate bonds. These are effectively a loan to a
company. In return, they pay you regular interest
at an agreed rate, this becomes part of your
investment return

It may seem odd to consider cash as an investment,
however, it can be a valuable investment in its own
right.

Most bonds have a set date when the company pays
back your loan and your investment ends
Bonds are a good way to achieve income

The safest type of investment – secure, flexible and
easy to move
Can provide a good foundation from which to invest
in other investment types.

Large well-established companies are less likely to
let you down, but tend to pay lower interest rates
because they have a lot of investors

Offers very limited potential returns

Bonds have credit ratings (from AAA+ to D) which
tell you how likely it is that the company will be able
to pay back your loan plus interest

The fund has money on deposit with companies
such as banks or other financial institutions. If any of
these suffer financial difficulty, they may be unable
to pay back some or all of the interest, original
amount invested or other payments they owe. If this
happens the value of your fund may fall

Corporate bonds can be bought and sold. If the
company is performing well, you may be able to sell
your corporate bond at a profit

risks
You can lose money if interest rates rise above the
rate on the bond.

risks

For the value of your cash savings to keep up with
inflation, you will rely on your savings rate of interest
being greater than the rate of inflation.

If the company is not financially secure, it may not
pay the interest it owes you and may not even be
able to pay back the loan.

cashing in
Interest rates affect the value of bonds.
I f you sell a bond early, its price will depend on the
current UK interest rate.

government bonds
Also known as gilts, government bonds work in the
same way as corporate bonds except that instead
of a company, you’re lending your money to a
government.
Government bonds tend to be less risky than
corporate bonds because, although not impossible,
it is much less likely that a government will go
bankrupt than a company.
 enerally, government bonds offer lower interest
G
rates compared to corporate bonds.
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investment styles
it’s important to understand the differences between the two main types of investments

active

passive

Active management is when a fund manager
chooses a fund to invest in, the stock selection, how
much to invest and when.

Passive management aims to track the performance
of a particular index as closely as possible, within the
fund’s aim and mandate. These type of passive funds
are often called index-tracking investments.

how active management works

what is an Index?

It’s the fund manager’s job to use their experience,
knowledge and in-depth research of the market
to try and maximise performance as market
conditions change.

In an investment context, an index is a measure of
change in value or price. Investors can use an index
to measure the performance of a stock market, an
industry, a type of investment and more.

The fund manager will change the investment mix
as time goes by according to the fund’s aim, within
its mandate.

I nvestment indices include the FTSE 100 Index, the
Dow Jones Index, the Nikkei 225 and DAX.

Although not always possible, the fund manager
tries to continually improve the performance of the
fund, doing more than simply avoiding failures.
For example, if the aim of the fund is to generate
income, the manager will be more likely to
invest in companies that pay out higher dividends.

characteristics
 an help make the most of the positive market
C
conditions or limit the effects of poor market
conditions.
I f the stock market is doing well, the fund manager
may move more of the fund’s money into company
shares to take advantage of high company
dividends.
I f share prices start to fall, perhaps because of a
world event, they can move some of your money
out of company shares and into bonds, commercial
property and cash to try and shelter your
investment from any stock market losses.
If the fund manager makes a poor decision, the fund
may perform worse than the market.
 ctively managed funds tend to have higher annual
A
management charges than passively managed
funds as you are paying for someone’s expertise,
research and knowledge of the markets.

how passive management works
In a passive fund, the manager will buy all or some
of the investments in an index with the aim of
mirroring the overall performance of that index.
The manager then adjusts the investment mix,
within the fund mandate, to reflect changes in the
overall index as time goes by.
For example, the aim of an index-tracking fund that
tracks the FTSE 100 Index is to reflect the overall
performance of the top 100 companies on the
London Stock Exchange in the UK. If a company
drops out of the FTSE 100 Index and another enters,
the fund manager may change the investment
mix to reflect the change.

characteristics
I f the index goes up, the fund’s value should go up in
line with the market. If the value of the index falls then
so will the fund. Due to pricing systems and delays,
tracking funds do not mirror the index precisely.
 assive funds are unlikely to perform better than
P
the index they’re tracking but they’re also unlikely to
perform much worse.
I ndex-tracking investments generally have lower
charges than actively managed funds

ongoing service
working together for long term success

wealth

Managing your investments over the long term is an essential part of the
investment process. The ongoing relationship you will have with your
financial consultant means you’ll have the support and help you need to
focus on some of the key areas we’ve covered in this brochure with the
long term in mind.
your guide to ongoing service
From our very first meeting we strive to build an ongoing relationship that puts your interests first. You tell us what
matters to you and we provide expert advice and support to suit your needs. It’s the value you’d expect, not just today
but for the long term.
We understand the benefits that good financial advice can bring, and that’s why we believe that everyone should have
access to expert financial advice when they need it. With our Ongoing Service, the help you get to manage your
finances doesn’t stop at the initial advice you receive. It carries on for as long as you want it to. As life changes so do
your financial goals. Getting married, moving home, having children and becoming retired are just some of the
landmarks that affect our financial circumstances and arrangements; and with frequent changes in legislation and
market conditions it’s surprising how quickly a financial plan can become outdated.
That’s why many choose Finance Planning as their long term financial consultants – to know that we are on their side
with an eye on their finances and always available. When your initial recommendations are in place you then have the
opportunity for us to look after your ongoing financial situation.
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your ongoing service
making an investment choice is only the beginning

what is ongoing service?
Ongoing Service is a personal service your financial consultant delivers to you. It’s our commitment to you and has
been designed around you and your needs, now and in the future. Once you’ve received your initial financial advice
from us, you will have the opportunity to opt into the Ongoing Service, and continue to have the support and tools you
need from your financial consultant to effectively manage your investments. You can be confident that your finances
will be reviewed by an expert now and in the future, as long as you are opted in. With Ongoing Service, you’ll have the
support you need from your financial consultant to help guide you through important financial decisions.

ongoing service
Annual Product Statements.

standard service
Annual Product Statements.

Email and telephone support from your
Consultant as required.
A review with your consultant every 12 months,
this review will include updates on the
performance of your portfolio updating the
information we already hold about you.
We will reconfirm your objectives and risk profile
providing you with recommendations regarding
the on-going suitability of your portfolio.
Subject to your agreement, implementing
recommended adjustments to your portfolio
we e.g. fund switches, rebalance of portfolio to
benchmark where applicable, internal transfers
into an ISA from existing collectives.
Quarterly e Newsletters of your choice.
Monthly e Economic / e Property updates of your
choice.
Information on important financial events such
as Budget Statements, General Elections.
Market commentary on key economic issues
that we believe are important to you.
Assistance with financial paperwork.
Introduction to other professional advisers if
required.
Fund notifications of corporate actions

If you have any questions about what’s covered here you should speak to your financial consultant.

our ongoing relationship
We strongly believe that everyone should have access to expert financial advice when they need it. Someone who
knows what matters to you as an individual and someone who will focus on helping you achieve your personal financial
goals. Ongoing Service is your financial consultant’s commitment to you and the health of your finances.
Initially your financial consultant will spend time getting to know you. They’ll build a personal profile on you based on
your current situation, your financial ambitions, and how much risk you’re comfortable with. You will then receive a set
of tailored financial recommendations based on your financial consultant’s understanding of you and what you want
your money to achieve in the medium to long-term future.
The decision to go ahead with your financial recommendations and the Ongoing Service which is a separate service,
ultimately lies with you. You can also choose to opt out of the Ongoing Service. Choosing this service means the start
of a relationship built on trust and honesty. You’ll have the reassurance that you have sought financial advice and now
have the knowledge of your financial consultant to rely upon. Most importantly, when you need it.
Throughout your life your needs and goals will change, but through our Ongoing Service your financial consultant will
always be there to help you.
Your financial consultant is there to help make those important financial decisions easier, with an expert to advise and
guide you, to ultimately help you reach your financial goals.

consultations and meetings
You can contact your financial consultant when you need them, whether your circumstances have changed or you
have more money to invest. You can also expect your financial consultant to contact you at least once a year for a full
review of your investments. If you want your financial consultant to carry out a full review, it can be done either over
the telephone or face-to-face.
During your meeting you and your financial consultant will discuss;

•
•
•

any changes to your circumstances that may have occurred since your previous meeting and what impact these
may have, for example, if you’ve had a significant change in income or expenditureAny progress that’s been made
towards meeting your agreed financial objectives
any progress that’s been made towards meeting your agreed financial objectives
any changes you may wish to make as a result of the above to, your agreed objectives, your approach to risk and
your arrangements.

This is a great opportunity to discuss any changes to your financial needs and consider how to address them.
For example, if you’ve had children you may wish to plan for their future and protect yours.
Based on the outcome of your meeting, your financial consultant may discuss other services we can offer that might
be appropriate for you as well as the charges that may apply. For example, if you make an additional investment an
initial advice charge will apply to that amount. Once your review is complete your financial consultant will send you a
summary of your discussion for your records.
It’s very important for you to understand that your financial consultant is there to advise and guide you. They will not
make changes on your behalf unless you’ve given instruction to do so.
Your financial consultant will pro-actively contact you once a year. However, in the meantime, if you need further
advice regarding your finances you can contact your financial consultant whenever you need to, as described below.
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your ongoing service
it’s important to ensure your investments remain suitable

contacting your financial consultant
You can expect your financial consultant to agree with you on your preferred way to be contacted. There are a number
of easy and direct ways for you to make contact with them:
• By telephone;
• In writing;
• Face-to-face;
• via email.

fund notifications
We take changes to funds seriously and you’ll always be told in writing about any significant updates or changes to the
funds that you’re invested in. For example, if a fund closes or the risk associated with a fund changes to a higher risk
rating.
If you receive a fund notification, you can speak to your financial consultant about how it impacts you and what your
options are.

annual product statements
We understand it’s important to be able to keep an eye on the value of your investments so you will continue to receive
your annual individual product statements.
You’ll always receive your fund notifications and your annual product statements regardless of whether you’re opted
into the Ongoing Service or not.

what if I don’t want this service anymore?
You can stop the Ongoing Service at any time. If you decide to cancel your Ongoing Service during the cancellation
period for your investment we’ll refund any Ongoing Service Charges to you.
If you decide to stop the Ongoing Service after the cancellation period for your investment, you’ll need to call or write
to your financial consultant who’ll request the ongoing facilitated adviser charges are stopped from all of your
investments.

what could change?
As with any relationship things will change over time. It’s important that we can adapt our relationship to meet your
needs and for us to evolve the service to continue to suit both of us. When this happens we will let you know what is
changing and why.

To give you an idea of what we mean we have given some examples of what might change in the future.
Over time, circumstances can change and this may mean we need to change the terms of the Ongoing Service. When
we do, be assured that it will be for a valid reason. For example:
• There are changes to the way we are taxed;
• Exceptional circumstances make it impossible for us to do what we say we will;
• There are changes in laws, regulations, consumer standards, and so on;
• We add, change, or remove features of the Ongoing Service.
We will provide at least 30 days’ notice of any change, if that change is considered to be to your disadvantage. If you
are unhappy with any of these changes you can opt out of the service.

what happens if we stop offering the service?
We’ll let you know in writing 90 days in advance, if we decide to stop providing the Ongoing Service. You will then have
time to consider the changes.
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If you think investing might be right for you, you’re now ready to discuss
your own needs and goals with your financial consultant. If you can
confidently satisfy the investor’s checklist, you are now ready to look at
specific product literature with your financial consultant. Your financial
consultant can continue to answer any questions that you may have and
talk to you about the application process.
Knowing what you want
I understand my current financial situation and have thought about what could
change in the future
I know what I can invest in and how holding different types of investments can work for
me
I know why I’m investing and when I will need the money
I understand how much risk I want to take and how much I can afford to lose

Major decisions to make
I know what I can invest in and how holding different types of investments can work for
me
I know how important it is to keep track of my own circumstances and what my
investments are doing to give me a better chance of meeting my goals

Investment products
I know how I can invest in different types of investments through the main types of
products that are available

Please call us for your local contact, 01444 449200, or visit
www.financeplanningwealth.co.uk or email us on info@financeplanning.co.uk

Finance Planning Wealth Management Ltd., (Head Office), Hurstwood Grange, Hurstwood Lane, Haywards Heath,
West Sussex, RH17 7QX
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